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This paper is researching on jumping frog robot which is one of bionics robot. 
Because of its great moving capacities such as jumping over big obstacles, walls and 
ditches, this robots has a wide application. Especially in military affairs, the jumping 
robots can be used as unmanned weapons to spy, attack or aim at the enemy’s goals. 
So many research communities in many countries pay much attention to this field. The 
research on jumping robot is very poor in China, However it is very important and 
significant for the special bionics robots in future. This paper researches the bionics 
robot exploringly, in some aspects, it is useful and even enlighten to later comers. This 
paper illustrates jumping robot’s development. By analyzing the necessary jumping 
conditions  through the geminate mass spring model which comes from the hopping 
leg, and designs mechanism to carry out the robot’s function. The mechanism’s action 
is controlled by a control system composed of a single chip, a driving integrate circuit 
and a motor stepper which can drive the power screw run accurately. Eventually, this 
paper completes a kind of robot system that differs from the traditional ambulation 
robot in movement way. The main contents and innovation of this paper is as follows: 
1. Amply summarizing the development and significance of bionics and 
jumping robot. 
2. Analyzing various bounce models in theories. 
3. Analyzing the dynamics theories of the intermittent hopping leg model based 
on the geminate mass spring and calculating its character by simulation. 
4. Designing the wheel gear box composed of transcendence clutch matched to 
many inclined wheel gears and straight wheel gears  to carry out bounce and gesture 
adjustment of the robot. 
5. Adjusting the bounce direction of the robot by the planet round system. 
6. The power screw run accurately under the control of a system composed of a 
single chip, a driving integrated circuit and a motor stepper. 
7. Designing the control circuit of the motor stepper and the electromagnet,  
and writeing a control program in compile language. 
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